CFP700 Instruction Guide including
CFP701 Accessory Kit
CFP702 Z Brackets

Step 1: Legs,
Remove the Castors
from the forks. Using
4x 12x30mm bolts
and nylock nuts
secure the castors to
parts 431 ensuring
the lockable castors
go on the short end
(rear). Replace the
castors into the forks
and hammer the End
Caps in position.

Step 2: Base, Using 4x
8x65 Cup Head Bolts and
nylock nuts secure part 972
to the legs as shown. Note:
the lockable castors are at
the thin end (Rear).

Step 3: Locking bars, Using 2x
6x12mm Socket Head Cap
Screws, nylock nuts and 4x small
6mm washers, secure the screws
into parts 968 as show. Place both
parts 968 onto a flat surface so the
side with the five holes is on the
flat. Pushing up from the bottom
secure the Cap Screw with the two
small 6mm washers and nylock
nuts. Replete for both sides.

Step 4: Tilt Brackets 969/971. Using 8x 6mm Socket Head
Cap Screws and nylock nuts secure the locking bars to parts
969 and 971 as shown.
Step 5: Tilt brackets to 970 brackets. Using 2x 10x20mm
bolts, 2x 10mm washers and nylock nuts secure the tilt
brackets 969 & 971 to the 970 brackets as shown. Do not
overtighten the nuts. One 10mm washer on the outside and
one between parts 969/971 and brackets 970
969 / 971

Step 6: Cable Tray 973, 970 brackets to Actuators. Place the rear of the actuator on a flat
surface. Orientate part 973 so the front is upper most. And the actuators are sitting in either
end. Slid parts 970 in from each end between 973 and the actuator. Using 8x 6mm Cap
Screws secure these parts in place

Step 7: Using a
minimum of two
people raise the
actuators so there
base is sitting on a
flat surface. Tilt the
Tilt Brackets so they
are at 90 ° as shown.
Then flip this
apparatus over. And
place the base on
top. Ensuring the rear
of the top frame lines
up with the rear of
the base. Using 8x
6mm Cap Screws
secure the base to
the frame.

Step 8: Laptop Tray, Control Box and Power board.
Using 1x 6mm Cap Screw and nylock nut secure
this end of the laptop tray. From the bottom hold the
control box up and line up the holes in part 973
sandwiching the Laptop Tray between parts 973
and the control box. Using 3x 4x12mm screws and
nylock nuts secure the control box into position.

Using 2x 4x8mm screws and nylock nuts
secure the power board into position on
the front wall of part 973 as shown

Step 9: VESA Rails,
Using 8x 8x12mm bolts
and nylock nuts secure
the top part 974 into
position as shown..
Then loosely secure
the bottom part 974 into
position it should be
able to freely move
within the slots this part
will be secured after the
panel is in place.

Step 10: Plug the actuator extension cables into the
actuators then the other end plug into the control box.
Plug the LED controller into the remaining socket.
Then plug the IEC power cable into the other end of
the control box. Run the power board lead through the
hole in the back of part 973, pull out the lead retaining
brackets and bend into a 45° shape as shown. Plug
the IEC power lead into the power board.

Step 11: Using 4x 4x8mm
screws and nylock nuts secure
the LED controller to the top of
part 971. Run the lead down the
back of part 971 and into part
973 and down through into the
control box.

The LED controller
bracket angle can be
adjusted to suit the
individual requirements.
Step 12: If your panel has been designed with
an offset VESA mounting layout. Parts
CFP702 may be required to be purchased.
These parts will centralise the panel VESA to
the trolley VESA.
These Z brackets can also be used for VEAS
mounting sizes that don’t meet
the trolleys hole VESA lay out. .

Step 13: Apply power to the power board and the LED
controller will light up. Press the down button until the
actuators fully retract. Release the down button for 3-5
seconds then press and hold the down button for 1015 seconds until the actuator synchronise themselves.
The actuators will jiggle around during this process.
Press and hold the Up/Down button to adjust the TV
height

Step 14: Mounting the panel, Note: Panels over 75’’ in size will not work with this
product. Lower the trolley to it’s lowest setting and tilt the frame to the horizontal position.
Using a minimum of two people (preferably four) lift the panel onto the trolley. Then from
the bottom secure the panel to the trolley using 4x 8x20mm bolts. Secure the top two bolts
then adjust the lower 974 bracket until the bottom two bolts line up. Once all the bolts are
secured in place but not fully tensioned raise the panel to the vertical position then full
tension all bolts including the 8x12mm bolt holding part 974 to the tilt brackets

Tilting the panel to adjust the viewing angle. Push out and lean back at the same time on
the locking bars. Allow them to slot into the required position once the viewing angle has
been achieved. Replete the process as required.
Step 15: Stowing all excess cables. Wind up and neatly secure all excess cables into the
remaining storage place in part 973.

Step 16: Cover plates
437, Push up and bend
the LED control panel
bracket for clearance for
part 437
Using 4x 6x12mm cap
screws two per side
secure parts 437 to the
rear of parts 969 and 971
as shown.

Cycle the trolley Up/Down including tilting to table to ensure nothing
fowls on any of the moving parts during the travel cycles.
Transportation: Please ensure the panel is lowered to it’s lowest point prior to any
movement.

Warning: he rear castor brakes are only to be used during the transportation faze.
Always leave the castors unlocked for normal classroom use.
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